NATIONAL AMATEUR SPORTS PRESENTS

2019-2020 SCHOOL YEAR

RISE PROGRAM

OUR GOAL
The RISE Program is designed to provide students
with experiential learning opportunities that explore
the sports marketing and media industry as an
avenue for educational growth and an inspiration for
workforce development.
Through weekly objectives/tasks, we will be able to
guide students through different aspects of the field
including marketing, media, and stats. Students will
also be given the chance to attend exclusive
community events which will teach them how to work
with professional gear and allow them to learn from
experienced professionals.
The Rise Program will provide an outlet for students
to showcase their work and give them a head start in
their careers before college.

Objectives and tasks include:
Covering games and events at the
students designated high school
Video highlights & interviews with
coaches/players
Photography
Writing feature stories & game recaps
Commentating during games
Social media promotion

Weekly Objectives:
The weekly assignments will be designed to
continually teach students new techniques
creating digital content. Over the course of the
program, assignments will start off at a beginner
stage and progressively introduce stronger skills.

How it works:
Each week, students will receive an email with a
weekly objective. Students will also be able to
access the assignments through the district
website. The students will be given detailed
instructions and knowledge about the assignment.
Throughout the week, students and teachers can
email, text, or call our support team for additional
help and questions. The assignments are not
graded. They are an opportunity to help prepare
students for their future career in sports.

RISE PROGRAM

EVENT OPPORTUNITIES
The RISE Program will offer students
access to several exclusive sporting events
throughout the year! For example, this past
summer students were granted sideline
access to cover the 2019 Charlotte Kickoff
Night, the cities premier kickoff event to
high school football. During the events,
students will be given the chance to learn
from industry professionals and showcase
their work on a larger platform. All these
events will be intentionally selected to
benefit the knowledge of, and create
experiences for, the students.

CLASSROOM ADVISERS
We are always looking for interested teachers to join the RISE team! You would serve
as an adviser to any students in your classroom that may be interested in the program
making sure tasks get completed and submitted on time. We are also looking for ways
to incorporate RISE into the curriculum you are already teaching at your school. If you
have any ideas, or want to learn more please email Chris Barry:
chris@nasathletics.com.

